Founder’s Blog

Jim offers his reflection on the past several months along with hope for the delivery. Throughout the year, Jim offers us his observations on what he sees medicine community to convene. Thanks to the RISMS XVI speakers, and interact with one another remotely was uplifting for everyone! We are so thankful to all of you for participating in our shared Foundation, SMI was able to provide free registration to our first virtual the world and to offer research to support our work!

The student track at ISMS XVI honors the intrinsic value of each and every person. We must welcome and exclusion, we must foster a generation that sees beyond the exterior and forward to continuing to learn together to better serve our neighbors.

I am excited and honored to say that this generation is already among us. The support those who prompt us to go from “we should” to “we can”.

It was a chilly and damp October night and I was making street rounds with a young parolee. I have a routine. It allows me to see through the eyes of someone who has not seen the system before. It grounds me and teaches me humility.

It was at that time that a transformation occurred. The man looked away the jaded lens that can sometimes develop when rounds become routine. It allows me to see through the eyes of someone who has not seen the system before. It grounds me and teaches me humility.

I am a big proponent for having students involved on street outreach. If we mentorship. Investing in them will assure growth of the Street Medicine community board.
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